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Differentiation that occurs in zones of partial
melting, forms less dense depleted mantle and basaltic
crust. While the basaltic crust thickens, it transforms
into denser eclogite. Typical values of Earth parameters
are assumed to characterize Venus mantle properties
except for the gravity acceleration equal to 8.8 m SC’,
the surface temperature equal to 700 K and an unmoving surface. Such values provide a thermal Rayleigh
number equal to 3 x 105. It can be applied to the formation of the Earth’s surface during its primitive evolution and to the evolution of Venus considered as a one
plate planet. In a 2D rectangular box, a steady pattern
of thermal convection is achieved before the compositional effects are taken into account. Rocks are
modeled with 130,000 particles characterized by their
type (peridotite, basalt, eclogite) and their density. This
model provides chemical buoyancy related to the distribution of these heterogeneities and the magmatism
and its origin. A first study takes into account the
chemical buoyancy created by mantle heterogeneities
and basalt. In a second study, chemical buoyancy
induced by dense eclogite is included. The comparison
of the results of these two models allows us to quantify
separately the dynamics induced by mantle heterogeneities and that induced by denser eclogite. The less
dense depleted mantle accumulates in a surface-layer
and tends to make the downwelling zones disappear,
favoring more elongate cells. When the depleted mantle
reaches the base of the upper mantle, compositional
buoyancy enhances the development of new upwellings
and new partial melting zones. The amount of magma
becomes strongly time dependent and new magma centers are created. The competition between thermal and
chemica1 buoyancy, in addition to the stabilization of
the upper depleted layer decreases the efficiency of heat
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and mass transfer. Once the basalt/eclogite transformation is taken into account, gravitational instabilities
form, yielding a recycling of crust into the mantle and
lamination of the depleted lithospheric layer. These
instabilities carry basaltic crust in the domain of stability of eclogite and limit the crustal thickness to a value
lower than 40 km. The formation of compositional
upwelling becomes less efficient while thermal downwellings are enhanced by the buoyancy of eclogite.
This moderation of chemical perturbations induced by
mantle heterogeneities favor both heat transfer and
mass transfer. Therefore, both the cooling of the planet
and the recycling of eclogite to the partial melting zones
are more rapid. The buoyancy of eclogite enhances the
recycling of crust in partial melting zones and may
provide some “instantaneous” volcanic events at high
rates which result from the melting of recycled eclogite.
Finally, chemical and thermal convection stabilizes
larger cells than a purely thermal convection would.
While the mean aspect ratio of the cells is close to 1.3,
in a purely thermal convection, it tends to 4 when
chemical convection of mantle is included and it tends
to 2 when chemical convection of both mantle and
eclogite are taken into account.

Introduction
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features on Venus. About 100.000 small shield fields. 300
intermediate
volcanoes
and nw volcanic features like
novae. pancakes, ticks or arachnoids
have been observed
(Head t’t t/l., 1992). Unlike the Earth where magmatism iz
mostly concentrated
at plate boundaries,
it is distributed
everywhere on the surface of Venus. The amount of voicanic magma produced has been estimated to approuimately 0.5 km’ y -’ (Phillips (‘I t/l.. 1992). which is comparable to the amount
of masma produced
l-t? Earth
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intraplate
volcanism.
All these observations
favor the
model of one plate planet for Venus, characterized
by an
unmoving
lithosphere
and an intraplate
volcanism
like
hot spots (Head et trl.. 1992).
The age of these volcanic
structures
is estimated
between 500 My and I Gy (lvanov rt c/l.. 1986). Different
models of resurfacing
have been proposed (Head ct L/I..
1992). A catastrophic
resurfacing
of the planet implies
that between a few great volcanic events, the magmatism
is very low (Schaber rt (I/.. 1992). In evolutionary
models,
the magma is regularly produced and extracted to form
volcanoes at the scale of the planet or at the local scale
(Phillips et ul., 1992). As both Venus tectonics and volcanism
favors an unmoving
surface. the mechanism
involved in this resurfacing must be different than in Earth
where plate tectonics controls its surface evolution. Some
of them suggest that lithospheric
instabilities
control
Venus resurfacing (Turcotte,
1992 ; Parmentier and Hess.
1992).
Such lithospheric instabilities can result from both thermal and chemical effects. In the present study_ in addition
to the thermal effects, the chemical effects like differentiation
and transformation
of basalt to eclogite are
investigated.
During the process of partial melting, the peridotite is
depleted in pyroxenes and its composition
evolves from
lherzolite
to a less dense harzburgite
(McKenzie
and
Bickle, 1988 ; Niu and Batiza, 1991). Melt is extracted to
the surface to form the new basaltic crust. which progressively thickens as the mantle is depleted irreversibly.
A less dense depleted mantle tends to stabilize the lithosphere (Parmentier
and Hess. 1992) and the chemical
buoyancy of the depleted mantle controls the thermal and
chemical evolution of the mantle and magmatism.
With
no such process as subduction
on Earth, the crust keeps
thickening until it is transformed
into eclogite. The crustal
layer of basalt becomes gravitationally
unstable when it
moves into the eclogite phase stability field (Fig. 1). as
eclogite is denser than both basalt and peridotite.
In this study, the role of both thermal and chemical
buoyancy
of less dense depleted mantle and eventually
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denser eclogite is examined in the upper mantle. The evolution of the chemical and thermal convection.
and the
resulting magmatism are studied during a few Gy in order
to assess the interactions
between chemical and thermal
effects which are strongly coupled. We study separately
the effects of depletion of the peridotite and the effects
related to the transformation
of basalt to denser cclogite.
The chemical buoyancy of mantle is modeled with active
particles. The chemical buoyancy of eclogite i, neglected
in the first case (passive particles) and included (active
particles) in the second case. The comparison of these two
cases gives an estimate of the role of the transformation
of basalt to eclogite in a one plate planet like Venus.

Model

The Venus upper mantle is modeled in a 3D Cartesian
box of aspect ratio equal to 8 in order to minimize the
constraint
imposed by the lateral boundaries
of the box
on the geometry of the flow (Christensen and Y uen. 1988).
The no-slip condition of the surface boundary allows us
to introduce the rigidity of the lithosphere which is not
modeled in an isoviscous fluid. All other boundaries
are
free-slip boundaries.
The upper mantle is heated from
below since most of the heat is produced in the lower
mantle. Therefore, the two horizontal boundaries are isothermal, The lateral boundaries are reflective boundaries.
Thirty-three
and 256 grid points are chosen in the vertical
and horizontal
direction, respectively. The surface temperature is 700 K. The gravity field is assumed to be 8.X
m s-l. Typical Earth values are assumed for the coefficient
of thermal expansion (a = 31.4 x lo-” K ‘). for the thermal diffusivity (K = 10ph m’ s- ‘). for the depth of the
convective
layer (Z = 670 km), for the viscosity (rf = IO”
Pa s), and for the reference density (P,,~ = 3.34 g cm--’
at Tr,r = 1400 K). We assume an initial composition
of
primitive peridotite for the Venusian mantle M’ith chemical
properties similar to those of an Earth-like mantle. Two
important
parameters of the thermal model are the temperature at the lower boundary
and the viscosity of the
layer. They are calculated such that partial melting starts
at 80 km in depth and the mean surface heat flux is
comparable
to Earth’s observables.
Good agreement is
obtained with a viscosity of 10” Pa s and a temperature
at the lower boundary of 2000 K.
For models incorporating
the chemical effect. the density at each grid point is calculated with a tracer particle
method described below. This chemical effect is incorporated once steady state thermal convection
has been
reached.

Fig. 1. Phase diagram representing a simplified eclogite and
basalt stability field (from Wyllie. 1971 ; Anderson, 1980) and
the partial melting field (from McKenzie.
1984). delimited
respectively by T,,,.,J:) (equation (8)) and T~ol,du.(:_)(equation
(5)). We have also plotted on this figure the average temperature
profile ((T(r))) and the maximum temperature profile (T,,,,,,(z)),
for the initially purely thermal convection.
Point A in the
maximum temperature profile provides the larger degree of melting around 34% for the mantle

The temperature
T and the velocity v (I’,, t’,) are determined. by solving the 3D equations
of conservation
of
mass (equation ( I )). of conservation
of energy (equation
(2)), and of conservation
of momentum
(equation (3)).
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The density variation is negligible except in the expression
ot buoyancy (Boussinesq approximation)
and the mantle
is lsoviscous. Ar each time step. an iterating method determines the temperature
tield with an Alternative Direction
Implicit Method. The velocity tield necessary to solve
the energy equation is determined
at each time step. The
momentum
and continuity
equations are transformed
in
i orticity and stream function equations
(equations
(3)
and (4)) which are solved with ;i Multigrid
algorithm
( Purmentier (‘I c/1.. I YY4)
div.(v)

d7’
t,t +v-grad(

= 0
T) = h’*AT

(1)

(2)

We formulate
the conditions
for the transformation
ot
basalt into cclogite frotn the phase diagram of the basalt
eclogite system proposed by Wyllie ( I97 I ) and modified
by Anderson ( 1980) (Fig. I ). Therefore. at depths grcatet
than 50 km. the crust is supposed to ha\:c an eclogitic
composition
w;hercas at depths loacr than 25 km. the
crust is supposed to ha\,e ;I basaltic composition.
At
depths betbvecn 3 and 50 km. the basalt ih assumed to
transli~rm into eclogite when it reaches the temperature
7,,,,,(z) (equation (8) and Fig. I ). Thih transforln~ltlon
of
basalt into cclogite is supposed to be rc\,ersible. In the
downwellings
(up~~ellings). this tn~n~fc~rmation occur4 at
;I smaller (greater) depth (Fig. I )
7,<,,,(I) = 1x.0. 1

(3)
s/it/J= -('J

(4)

u here K ix the thermal dill‘usivity, $1the constant of gravitation. t/ the Gscosity. ~1 the density (which depends on
both temperature
and chemical cotnposition)
and $ the
stream function (I’, = --- dl// ‘d:. I’, = + d$:‘ds).

The mantle starts melting when its temperature
reaches
the temperature
of the solidus. The amount of partial melt
depends on the difference between the temperature
of
the peridotite and the temperature
of the solidus. In this
model. the result!, of McKenzie
(1954) are chosen to
elpress the temperature
of the solidus as a function 01’
depth (equation (5) and Fig. I ) and the degree of melting
ofa primitive peridotite (equation (6)). We choose a similar expression for the degree of melting of the crust (equation (7))

+. (_) = I ‘!I) 111

,/;(_)

7:,Mi,J~)l
600

_

In 1- ~\d,<,,,~(~)l
1x0

‘JI I

of hasalt to eclogite

for the mantle rocks

(6)

[or the crustal rocks

(7)

where the temperature
respecti\,el!.

041

and the depth

(8)

are in K and km.

Peridotites in kimberlite intrusions
pro\ ide examples at
Iherrholites
and harburgites
u hich compoaitionh
can be
comparable
(Niu and Batiza. IYYO. IYYI ). The density
I)( T, tl) of ~1peridotite can therefore be calculated as ;I
function of its degree of depletion (rl) (Sotin. lYX6) and
its temperature
(T) (equation
(Y)). The crust density
depends on its temperature
and on its phase (basalt or
eclogite) (equation (IO))
p(T.d)

= [,,,,,(()“;,)~250.~/].[1

~~.(7‘-

,J( 7: /‘L,,,\r) = (‘L,,,\, ’ 1 1 ~~ % . ( I- -- r;,., ,]

T,,,)]

(9)
(I())

where the coefficient of thermal expansion 7 ha ;I \~lue
of 31.4x I()~” K ‘. the density ~>t‘an undepleted mantlc
material (cl = 0) I),~, = 3.34 g cm ’ at ;i reference tcmperature
I’,,, = 1400 K. and the densit)
of the crust
/)UU\l= 2.X (Turcotte and Schubert. lY82) and 3.5 g cm ’
(Anderson.
1979a.h ; Ringwood.
I Y75. 10X2) if the crust
is in the basalt and eclogite phase. rc\pecti\cl!.

Technical aspect: the tracer particle method

Mhere the lempcraturc
T and the depth z are in K and
km. rcspecticely.
The domain of partial melting is delimited by the solidua
temperature (Fig. I ). The average temperature profile and
the profile of the higher temperature
which characterizes
Ihe upwellings. are also plotted in Fig. I in the case of a
purely thermal convection
(chosen as the initial state in
our model). In the upwellings, melting can start at 120 km
ill depth and stops when the rocks are at a depth equal to
3) km (Fig. I ). 4 maximum degree of melting equal to
30% is &umcd
for the peridotite whereas the crust can
nlelt totall!
Such \.alues are consistent
with the initial
thermal state of the mantle for which the maximum degree
of depletion reaches ;L value of 34% for the mantle rocks
(point A in Fig. I ).

The eyuationa are xolved in the linite difference tield except
the chemical equations
which are s~~l\,cd in the tracer
particle tield. The initial conditions
01‘ the numerical
experiments
(t = 0) are a state of ;I stationary
thermal
convection
in the mantle (cf. Fig. I for the temperature
profiles). A homogeneous
distribution
of I30.000 ~mdcpleted particles is detined.

At each time step. the new position and the new chemical
state are computed from the position and chemical state
at the pre\ious
time step (t -dr). The new position is
calculated with a fourth-order
Runge Kutta method in
order to avoid numerical dispersion of tracers. The new
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chemical state of each particle is computed from its previous chemical state and the local conditions
of melting
and phase transformation.
In our model, the chemical
state of a particle is supposed to change when it melts
partially or during a basalt-eclogite
phase transformation.
For example, when a particle of mantle or crust arrives in
a partial melting zone, it melts only if its degree of
depletion is lower than the local degree of melting. Then.
its new degree of depletion is the degree of melting and
the volumic amount of magma produced is the difference
between the degree of melting and the previous degree of
depletion. multiplied by the volume of the particle. The
phase (eclogite or basalt) of a crust particle is determined
at each time step from its depth and its temperature.

At each time step, the magma produced is computed by
summing
the contribution
of each particle which has
melted between t - dt and t. The location of the volcanism
is determined
if we assume that all the magma produced
is extracted vertically to the surface. Its source is also
recorded in order to obtain the mantle and crustal contribution
to the melting. The magma produced is transformed into crustal particles of the same volume as mantle
particles. The crustal layer is formed by superposition
of successive elementary
layers of crust particles. A new
elementary layer is placed at the surface when a sufficient
number of crustal particles has been produced. Typically.
1020 particles of crust are needed to form a 5.2 km thick
layer. The new elementary
layer is placed on the top of
the previous crustal layer. Then, the previous crustal layer
is translated globally downward. Particles situated below
this previous crustal layer and above a critical depth are
translated downward in a digressive way in order to avoid
particle
accumulations
in the crust/mantle
interface.
Therefore,
the displacement
of each particle located in
this transition zone is simply (equation (11))
d_ = ---i_
, (j,,
_- - rcf
-Clll\t

(II)

where z is the depth of the particle. c/,: the thickness of a
particle, zcru,, the potential thickness of the crustal layer.
zrcf the critical depth above which particles are translated.
The potential crustal layer is calculated by the addition
of the elementary crustal layers and provides the potential
thickness of the crustal layer z,.~~~,,,
which is an upper limit
for the average thickness of the crust. Until a depth equal
to 25 km. the crustal layer is a stable basaltic layer and
rcru,, is the average thickness of the crust. The crust thickens until transformation
of basalt to eclogite occurs, some
eclogite is recycled into the mantle and the crustal layer
presents some lateral variations. Then, the potential thickness :cru,r of the crustal layer is larger than the average
thickness of the basaltic layer.
All volume changes occur below the base of the crust
and above the depth of the base of the partial melting
zones. The best conditions
for melting provide a partial
melting zone which starts at 120 km in depth (Fig. I ), but

significant
Therefore.

of basalt to eclogite

melting does not occur before 100 km in depth.
we choose a critical depth equal to 100 km.

In order to include the chemical effect in the equations,
the density related to the chemical state must be known
at each grid point. Different tests have been made to
interpolate
the density at each grid point from those of
the closest particles. In a first algorithm where only the
chemical buoyancy of the mantle was considered (Dupeyrat c’t al., 1995). the chemical state of each grid point is
the one of the closest particle. In the present study. as
both buoyancy of mantle and crust are considered.
the
grid volume around each grid point can be chemically
heterogeneous.
In that case. the density of the closest
particle may not be representative
of the density in the
surrounding
volume. Therefore, the intrinsic density at a
grid point is the average density of the particles situated
in the vicinity. This average density is calculated with a
volumetric weight (equation (12)). For example. a particle
depleted at 30% has a volume of 70% I,‘if I’is the volume
of an undepleted
particle. The volume effect is more
important for crustal particles as the crust can melt totally.
If a crustal particle has melted completely.
it is neutral.
which means that it will not melt again and its contribution to the interpolation
of density is zero

As the density is computed in a statistical way at each grid
point, there must be enough particles in each grid unit.
An initial number of 16 mantle particles per grid unit has
been chosen. The finite difference approximations
limit
the accuracy of the particle tracking. In order to minimize
these errors. we have chosen a RungeeKutta
method of
the fourth-order
and an appropriate
spatial and temporal
resolution.
Another
error comes from the initial distribution of the crustal particles in a surface layer. In order
to avoid numerical accumulation
of particles at the crust
mantle interface, the particles situated under the crustal
layer and at a depth smaller than 100 km are also translated in a digressive way.
We check that the distribution
of mantle particles
remains homogeneous
enough during the time evolution.
After 200 My, with an average number of I6 mantle
particles in each grid unit, the standard deviation of the
distribution
of mantle particles stabilizes to 5 particles in
the active case and to 6 particles in the passive case (Fig.
3a). The grid units with more than 32 mantle particles
represent less than I O/oof the grid units. Most of the grid
units with gaps of mantle particles are situated at the top
of the box where progressively
crustal particles replace
mantle particles.
We also check that the average volume of particles
(mantle and crust) is globally conserved in each grid unit.
Most of the grid units contain a total volume of particles
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Fig. 2. Evolution xith time of the standard deviation of the
distribution
of mantle particles. in both cases with passive and
active particles ofeclogite (a). Representation
of the distribution
c)t‘ the average volume of (crust+mantle)
particles in each
grid unit in the c‘a\t of active particles of eclogite (b and c) after
3573 My

(crust+nxrntlc)
close to their own volume
1’ (Fig. Zb,.
The distribution
is stable after a few hundred years. The
grid units with ;I \ olume of particles smaller than 50% I ’
represent only between 2.0 and 2.4% of the grid unit>.
The proportion
of grid units with an excess volume larger
than 309/b C. is equal to 10~ I I l/o. But no more than 490
of the grid units have an excess volume greater than 50’!,,
I’ (Fig. 2b). The grid units with excess or lack of volume
are essentially located at depths smaller than 100 km (Fig.
3~). In particular. the upper grid units (z cc 20 km) which
contain
basaltic particles. present an average volume
~‘xcess of about 30%. Best distribution
of both mantle

In these numerical experiments.
the initial thermal ccjnsection pattern is characteri7cd
hy cell\ 01‘ aspecl ratio\
equal to 4,3 (Figs 3 5). The average ~urt’uctt heat flux is
85 mW m ’ .\I the top of each upwelling. Ihc parti:tl
melting ~oncs htart at about ;I depth of IO0 km and :II’C
100 km wide. The efli‘ct ofdiffcrentiation
i\ tncludcd from
this initial thermal state. The mantle is supposed to he
primitive. Then. the primitive mantlc i4 depleted tn the
partial melting [oncs yielding dcplc(ed mantle and basaltic
crus1.

In a first study, \ve take into account the chcmtcal but>);ancy of the mantle (active particles) and neglect the chemical buoyancy of the eclogite (passive particles). Thcret‘orc,
all perturbations
observed from the initial thermul state
are ;I result of fhe presence of mantle heterogencit icy (Dupeyrat of ~1.. 1995).
During the first hundred Mb. the magma producrion is
\ery important, as all the mantle arriving in partial melting
zones i\ primiticc.
Therefore.
the lighter hasattic crust
forms an upper crustal layer l\hich grow\ rapidly. The
depleted mantle. chemically less dense than the primiri\:c
tnantlc creates a depleted layer 100 ktn thick. underlying
the basaltic layer (Fig. 3:~). As the basalt and the dcplcted
forcc is
mantle are less dense. the up\vard chcniical
opposed to the downward thcrmul force a( rhc ~r)p 01‘ the
downwellings.
Therefore, it SIGNs down the dew nweliing
ilow. yielding a decrease of the average surt’ace hc;It fux
(Fig. 6). When the depleted mantle has reached the base
of the uppcr mantle. its chemical and thermal huc>vanc\
act ttpc~ards. Therefore.
some chetnical diapirh tt;itiatc
close to the tirst downwellings.
These diapirs reheat the
mantle locally and provide sonic neu melting (Fig ib).
Then. the convection pattern i4 \erh perturbarcd
(Fig.
3c e). The upwrllings and down\~ellings
gro\v. ~~caken.
move periodically.
leading to important
Iluctuations
in
the amount of tnelting and magma production
(Fig. 7~).
The resulting volcanism evolves with space and time (Fig>
3 and 73). Tht result of all chemical and thcrnxrt l;t~-ccs is
very complicated
ah the heterogencitics
tend II) 5prc‘;td
e\.ery\vherc in the mantle.
As the depletion of the mantle dwusea.
[tic’ production
of ntx heterogeneities
of tteplcted niantlc
decrca\c\.
Thercforc. the mi\ing ih vcr) etlicient 10 homogcniyc the
mantle. except the depleted layer about IO0 km thick
which remains close to the surface. Thi\ Ilghter depleted
layer acts as an insulating layer and ncakcns the thermal
downwcltings.
Therefore,
the presence of this depleted
layer stabitircs larger cells and favors ;t less ctficicnt heat
transfer than in ;I purely thermal convection.
Finally. 3t‘ter
3 G\ the average aspect ratio of the cell5 h:is increased
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After 200 My, the thermal buoyancy is strong enough to
carry downward not only some depleted mantle but also
some basalt. Then, the basalt is converted
into denser
eclogite when it reaches a depth of about 50 km.
The chemical buoyancy of eclogite acts downward and
enhances the downwelling thermal buoyancy. When dense
eclogite reaches the base of the upper mantle, it opposes
the upward buoyancy of the depleted mantle. The amount
of eclogite present at the base of the upper mantle is
too small to form denser “megaliths”
of eclogite and the
eclogite is carried upward by thermal buoyancy. Anyway,
chemical buoyancy of eclogite weakens the diapirs (compare Figs 3 and 4) which are less numerous
when the
dynamics
of eclogite is taken into account.
The perturbations
created by the depleted mantle arc partially
compensated
by the perturbations
created by the eclogite.
Therefore, the initial thermal convection
pattern is less
perturbated
(Fig. 4) and the heat transfer is consequently
more efficient when dynamics of eclogite is taken into
account. The surface heat flux is 10 mW m ’ higher Gth
active than with passive eclogite (Fig. 6). While chemical
buoyancy of the mantle favors larger cells, chemical buoyancy of eclogite prevents the elongation
of cells. Finally,
the addition of thermal and both chemical buoyancy ot
mantle and eclogite tends to stabilize cells of aspect ratio
equal to :! (Fig. 5).

from I .3 to 4 (Figs 3 and 5) and the average surface heat
flux has decreased from 8.5 to 45 mW mm ’ (Fig. 6).

In a second study, we take into account the chemical
buoyancy of mantle and basalt and eclogite. Therefore.
all perturbations
observed from the initial thermal state
result from the presence of mantle and crustal heterogeneities. Thecomparison
between the first and the second

As the eclogite enhances the thermal downwellings.
it
yields gravitational
instabilities of the chemical layer, carrying some depleted mantle in depth. This effect can be
quantified
by the comparison
of the average thickness
of the depleted layer in both cases (Fig. 8). After 850
My. the average thickness of the chemical layer (crustal
layer+depleted
layer) is equal to 160 km if the buoyancy of eclogite is neglected and only I IO km when the
buoyancy of eclogite is taken into account.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the convection pattern when the chemical
buoyancy of mantle is taken into account and when the chemical
buoyancy of eclogite is neglected. Isotherms (yellow and blue
areas represent hot and cold isotherms, respectively) and partial
melting zones (red and grey) are represented
in the first box.
Mantle particles are represented in the second box, with different
colors to illustrate the degree of depletion of each particle (from
dark blue 0% to red 30%). In the third box are plotted the
crustal particles

Fig. 4. Evolution of the convection pattern when the chemical
buoyancy of mantle and eclogite are taken into account

t=2432MY

t=3574MY

i=2442MY

t=3903MY

of eclogite.

ACTIVE ECLOGITE

Fig. 5. End of the evolution of the thermal state of the Venus upper mantle with and without taking into account the buoyancy
black areas represent hot and cold isotherms, respectively, whereas hachured domains represent partial melting zones
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t=1095MY
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White and
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(a)

I500
Tlte location or [he magma produced
is controlled
by
both therm:tl and chemical buoyancy. Without taking into
ktccount the buoyancy
of cclogite, the chetnical diapirs
reheat the m;untle locally and produce some melting (Fig.
3) This diapinsnt
yields some new tnagmatic centers. in
addition to the main magmatic centers related to thermal
upwellings. When the buoyancy of eclogite is taken into
account.
the model predicts that chemical diapirs xc
~caker :~nd not strong enough to produce significant tnelting (Fig. 4). M;~gm;l centers ;trc distributed every 1000 km
LItIdevery I NH km without and \vith buoyancy ofeclogite.
respectiveI\
Therefore.
the d) namics of eclogite f2ivorA
larger wavelengths for the distribution
of magma centers.
The amount
of
tnag~m
produced
by
the melting 01‘
m:tntle is simit;tr whether \+c take into account the buoya~lcy
ofeclogitc or not (Fig. 72 :tnd b). When the buoyant!
01‘ eclofite is neglected. the melting of crust starts aftetCJ~)O
My and produces an ;tmoun~ of‘ magma similar to the
melting ofmanttc (Fig. ?a). When the buoyancy ofeclogite
15 taken into ;tccount (Fig. 7b). the production
of tnagm:l
bv melting 01‘crust occurs sooner ;tnd i5 of greater magnitude. The mctling 01‘ cruht start\ after 300 My and C;II~
product I km M\’ ’ of magma which is twice the amount
01’ magma
produced by the melting of mantle. Whereit>
nlelting of mantle ptxxents ;I smooth evolution.
melting
oi‘ crust provide\ some pulses of magma (Fig. 7) which
c~~rrespond to txqclcd ectogitc in p;irtial melting zones.
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After X00 M!. the ;bmount 01 cumulated
magm:t produced i5 greater in the passi\,c c’ac 2nd c;itt bc cc~rrclatcd
to the larger n~ttnbc~- of magma
ccntctx c~h~cr\cd in the
passi\c USC’ (compare both ca\es in FIS. <)I
At any given ttmc. the cumulated magma production gives
the amount ol‘crust which is distributed between the upper
layer of hasalt and the recycled eclogite.
ln the first X00 My. the amount of cumulated magma
produced is nearly equal in the passive and active cases
(Fig. 9). Then. the contribution
of mantle to the melting
process is equivalent to ;I crustal layer 60 km thick. As the
mass and heat transfer is favored by the dynamics
of
cclogite, recycling of crust in partial melting zones is more
I apid. Thcreforc.
the buoyancy of eclogite accelerates the
I ccycling of cclogitc in partial tnelting zones. providing
import:tnt melting afeclogite in the first Gy (Fig. 7). This
cuplains Mhb the cc>ntrihution of mantle to the tnelting
process is equtvalcnt to ;I crustat layer 2 km thick if eclogite
I~uoyancy is neglected itnd 10 km if eclogite buoyancy is
taken into accx)unt.
After 400 %I!. the thickness of the basaltic layer stal>ilizes to .35 hm if the buoyancy of eclogite is neglected
:~nd to 15 knt on the other hand (Fig. 9, and b). Frotn
;OO to X00 Mb,. the eclogite represents less than 30% of
I he amount of crust when the buoyancy
of eclogite is
neglected. On the other hand. it represents more than .50”/0
,)I‘ the ;unount \>I’crust. This results in the gravitational
xegregation ol‘the dense cclogite which carries downward
>ome basalt and some depleted tnantle (Fig. 8). Therefore,
the transf~)rmation
of basalt to eclogite enhances its own
I ransforttx~tic~n and controls the recycling of crust in the
m:tntle.

Discussion
The chemical buoyancy in Earth-a mantle ha> hcen studied
with ;I lield approach by Oga\va ( 10X8) or by using buovant tracers by difrerent authors (Gut-nib. lY)x6. C’ht’istenscn. I YXY. t9Y1 ; Christensen
and Hofmann.
I W3 :
Dupebrat
ot trl.. IYYS). The tracer particle
method
developed by Dupeyrat ct (I/. ( 1YY5) to study the Earth’\
tnantle has been improved for the prcbent htudy. In purtitular. this previous study U;IS only concerned with the
buoyancy
of the mantle because the thickma
of the
Earth‘5 crust is smaller than the srid spacing of the
numerical experiments.
On Venub. where there IS no C\Idencc of plate tectonics, the crubt can becomc thicker than
the grid spacing and its buoyancv
must hc tak~x into
account since the basalt transforma-into
denser cclogtte at
a depth around 50 km. Ditrerent aasuimptions (constant
viscosity, xtting ofa crustat Iavcr) ;i~id numerical approsimations
(the grid spazinc (7 01’ the model)
;It-c discusscti
belo\v as welt as cotnparison~
Mith ~~bservahlcs t‘rom
hftr,L/c~//or7

data.

The tnain reason why crustal
the Earth’s study (Dupeyral

buoyancy N;I~ negle~tcci
fat
CJ/(I/.. lYY5) \\a~ h;~xxf on
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the conclusions
of Gurnis ( 1986) and Christensen ( 1989).
They showed that the dynamics
of subducted
heavy
tracers can be neglected in an isoviscous model which
assumes surface motions.
Gurnis
(1986) modeled the
Earth’s upper mantle in a 2D Cartesian box, with a moving upper boundary
which represents the moving plates.
He assumed constant viscosity and injected some heavy
tracers in the box and sampled them at the divergent point
located in the top boundary.
At most. the residence time
(defined as the time during which the tracers remain in
the box) is only increased by 15% for heavy tracers compared to passive tracers. These heavy tracers can eventually neutralize
some thermal upwelling but globally the
chemical buoyancy of the tracers does not affect the thermal convection
pattern and the heavy tracers do not
accumulate
significantly.
Christensen
(1989) pointed out
the important
role of the variations
of viscosity in the
evolution of heavy tracers. In a first isoviscous model. he
concluded like Gurnis (1986) that the buoyancy of heavy
tracers does not affect the convective flow. On the other
hand. when he assumes a contrast of viscosity in the box
equal to 250, he observes accumulation
of eclogite in
the lower boundary
layer. For Christensen
(1989) and
Christensen and Hofmann (1994). the segregation of eclogite from the depleted mantle is favored in low viscosity
zones. Therefore, the conclusions of the present isoviscous
study would have been different if we had assumed viscosity variations
or a lower viscosity. In that case. we
expect to get less melting of crust.
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In this model. the chemical buoyancy is computed at each
grid point from the densities of the tracers located in the
grid volume around the grid unit. One could argue that
this computation
could result in a neutral chemical buoyancy if the scale of the chemical heterogeneities
is smaller
than the scale of the volume considered.
For this reason. in a previous study of Earth’s differentiation
(Dupeyrat
et u/.. 1995). crustal buoyancy was
neglected. Indeed. the typical size of subducted crust (6
km) was too small compared to the grid resolution
(20
km) and prevented us modeling the segregation of crust
and its buoyancy.
In the case of Venus, the typical thickness of the crust is greater as there is no crust recycled by
subduction.
This thickness must be limited by the depth
of the transformation
of basalt to eclogite which is
assumed to be equal to 50 km. Therefore.
the spatial
resolution equal to 20 km must be high enough to include
the segregation of crust and its buoyancy.
In order to quantify the segregation problem. we have
chosen different distributions
of chemical heterogeneities
in both passive and active cases and at different times. For
each distribution.
we have computed at different scales.
the distribution
of the density (Fig. IO). At each spatial
scale, the distribution
of the density can be characterized
by the standard deviation of the density (Fig. IOa) and by
the percentage of volumes which present a given value of
density (Fig. IOb and c). The lower and higher scales

Fig. 10. For a distribution of chemical heterogeneities obtained
with this model, different characteristics
of the distribution
of
the average density are represented at different scale>. in the case
of active particles of eclogite. The standard deviation of the
density is plotted as a function of the spatial scale considered.
from the scale of one particle (0.0625 I ‘) to the scale of 356 grid
units (256 I ‘) (a). The percentage of volumes considered which
present a density value in a given interval is plotted in (b) and
(c) for spatial resolution of 20 and IO km. respectively

considered
are respectively
the scale of one particle
(0.0625 v, where L’is the volume of the grid unit) and 256
grid units (256Y). The best scale to solve the segregation
process is obviously the lowest one. that is to say the one ol
the particle and it gives a reference value for the standard
deviation.
At a greater scale than the one of the particle, the
standard deviation is smaller than the reference standard
deviation
as the volume considered
is chemically more
heterogeneous
(Fig. lOa). Indeed, locally, some denser
eclogite
particle
may “neutralize”
some less dense
depleted mantle particle in the computation
of the density
and of the chemical buoyancy.
The value of standard
deviation obtained in the scale of one fourth of one grid
unit is better than in the scale of the grid unit. But it is not
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significant because it illustrates the fact that a significant
number of these volumes contain no particles (for example. at 3574 My. 268 fourth of a grid unit are empty).
The depletion of the mantle provides some densities
between 3.26 and 7.34. When the scale chosen to calculate
the density increases from the particle to a volume of foul
grid units. the proportion
of depleted volumes decreases
(correlated to the decrease of the density interval [3.1. 3.31)
whereas the proportion
of undepleted volumes increases
(correlated to the increase ofthc density interval [3.3. 3.41)
(Fig. IOb and c)
Whereas a t.cw percent of particles have the density of
cclogite (correlated to the density interval [3.5, 3.6]), less
than I ‘%, of the volumes considered have the density of
c>clogite for larger volumes than the particle volume. Such
;I reduction
of vcllumes with a density of 3.5 must be
correlated to the decrease of the volumes with a density
111the interval [3.2. 3.31) because some particles of eclogite
;irc “ncutt-ali;/ed” by particles of the depleted mantle. For
scales smaller than one grid unit, the density characteristic
of basalt is unch;Inged (1.8). In these numerical experiments. the diil‘ercnces between the distributions
at various
scales increase \+,ith time. This shows that the distribution
in the box becomes more ;tnd more homogeneous
at smallcr scale>.
A numerical experiment with twice as many points in
each direction has been carried out to assess the role of
ihe grid spacing on the segregation
(Fig. 10~). In this
numeric;tl experiment. thrrs are four times more particles
than in the prc\ ious numerical experiments. such that the
!lumbcr 01 p;rrticlcs in each grid unit is equal to that
:)f the previous ~runs. The percentage of volumes. with
&nsities betizccn 3.3 and 3.4. increases with increasing
vnlumc <i/e. On the other hand, the percentage of grid
\~olumes u ith densities of eclogite. basalt. and depleted
nmntlc Jecrc;iscs \zith increasing volume. This behavior
15 equivalent
to that obser\:ed with coarser grid spacing.
However. in this c;tse. there ;trc still some grid tolumcs
tihosc drnsilies ;IK that 01‘ cclogite, indicating
that the
qrega~~on
(11‘cclngitc is betrcr described with a IO km
Grid spacing than with ;I 20 km grid spacing. This plot
;Iso indic:lte\ that the intimate mixing of depleted and
undeplcrcd mantle occurs at ;I scale smaller than IO km
Gnce the percentage of ~~olumes with a density typical of
depleted mantlc‘ is much smaller than the percentage of
depleted parttclc>.
An oh\ious
result is that the density calculation
is
smoothed bccauhz it is averaged and as we expected. the
best results <II-C’
obtained at smaller scales. The scale ot
one grid unit equivalent to 20 x 20 km is well adapted to
solve the segregation
of deplcted mantle from primitive
mantlc and 10 solve
the segregation
of basalt. Rut. the
SLXICon \\~ll~~h the densit! i:, avcragrd must be reduced
to solve the prohlcm 01‘ the segregation of eclogite. The
calculation
on one fourth of ;I grid unit is not good as a
significant number of grid units have no particles. This
shows that it iz not uaeful to Improve the grid resolution
without
simultaneously
increasing
the number
of
particles, This vlsn shows that the choice of 16 particles
per grid unit is LIgood value to solve chemical buoyancy.
Finally. the grid spatial scale of this study (20 x 20 km)
seems to he \\ cll ;&tptcd to investigate the chemical buoy-

ancy of both mantle and crust but has to be reduced
investigate the segregation of rclogitc.

to

Christensen
and Hofmann
( 1994) consider ;I uniform
lithosphere composed of ;I basaltic crust of thickness 1,
and a depleted layer of thickness I,],. The thickness
each
layer is tnoditied when tracers cross the depth I,,,. In the
present tnodel, the crustal layer gro\vs b> superposition
of successive layers but can also be moditied by the chcmical and thermal buoyancy. The model provides local sariations in the crustal thickness. But. one limitation of the
present model is the initial setting of the crustal layer-. In
reality. the crust is lhrmed in the upwelling cone. A\ wc
put each elementary crustal I:~ycr uniformly. wc incrcasc
artificially the local cruxtal thickncs\ in the doa,nwclling
zone.
In order to quantify this efi‘cct. wc ha\c estimated the
velocity of the local thickening of the crust if we considet
the more realistic case where the crust ih \et up at the top
of each partial melting zone. This estimation
c~as based
on knowledge of the global \,olume c,t‘crust. the addition
of the volumes of the partial melting roncs and the average
velocity of the thickening
of the global crust when the
crustal
layer is supposed
10 grotv unilhrmly.
The
maximum velocity on the vertical boundaries
is an uppet
limit for the spreading velocity of the basalt at the base 01‘
the crust. As the velocity of the local thickening
01‘ the
crust is of the same order ;!s the tn:~,~nitudc than the
spreading velocity of the crust. the uniformly setting OI
the crustal layer in our model i\ ;I good approxlmalion
(Fig. 11).

of

The previous studies (Gurnis.
1986 : C‘hristensen.
1989,
1992; Christensen
and Hofmann.
1994; Dupcyrat PI r/l..
1995) were concerned
with the Earth’s mantle. Christensen and Hofmann (1994) show that the accumulation
of cclogitc at the base of the manile is smaller when \ubcase of active particles of eclogite
80
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Fig. 11. The continuous line represents the \eloctt! for Ihe local
thickening of the crust if the crust i\ supposed to set at the top
of each partial melting zone. The dotted line represent> the
maximum convective velocity near the vertical houndaries and
gives an upper limtt for the “spreading”
\el~xtt! of thy crust
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duction of tracers occurs in the middle of the box than
when subduction
is forced in the edges of the box. This
effect demonstrates
that surface forces increase the segregation of eclogite at the base of the box and that even
with plate motions, this effect is small. Therefore. in the
case of one plate planet like Venus, the accumulation
of
eclogite must be small. Indeed. the model predicts no real
accumulation
of eclogite.
As we consider the Venus upper mantle and assume
that 80% of the heat comes from the lower mantle, we
assume that the layer is heated from below. Global convection in the whole mantle of Venus implies that most of
the heat comes from within. In that case, Gurnis (1986)
showed in comparative
studies that accumulation
of eclogite at depth is greater.

The model predicts spatial and temporal fluctuations
of
magmatism.
The time dependence
exists even when the
dynamics of eclogite is included. It occurs every 200-300
My for the melting of mantle and every 50 My for the
melting of recycled crust (Fig. 5). The periodicity
of
mantle magmatism
is of the same order of magnitude
as the average age of the Venusian surface (500 My).
The spatial fluctuations
are less important
in the presence of dense eclogite and the dynamics of eclogite favors
a greater spacing between volcanoes.
From the global classification
of Venus volcanic structures (Head et ul., 1992), we can estimate the average
spacing between Venus volcanoes. The smallest volcanoes
widely distributed
across the surface of Venus (whose
diameter is lower than 30 km) are clustered in 556 shield
fields. Such shield fields may be surface manifestations
of hot spots, the small volcanoes
representing
surface
extrusions from dikes. From these observations,
with the
approximation
of a homogeneous
distribution
of shield
fields in Venus surface, the average distance between two
shield fields should be approximatively
equal to 900 km.
As the distributions
of intermediate
and large volcanoes
are not so homogeneous.
it is difhcult to define an average
distance between them. Average spacing between such
magmatic centers is of the same order of magnitude as the
average spacing predicted by the model (I 800 and 1000 km
depending if the eclogite buoyancy is taken into account or
not). This result shows qualitatively
the role of eclogite in
the spacing between magma centers. But the quantification of this distribution
is not significant because a
3D convective
domain does not describe properly the
observed 3D surface structures.

Before the stabilization
of convective cells. the chemical
buoyancy
of both mantle and recycled eclogite provide
many perturbations
and eventually
a downwelling
can
replace a previous upwelling and reciprocation.
In Venus,
tectonic
interpretations
of regions
like Ishtar Terra
(Ansan et ul., 1994) show that a compressive event associ-

of basalt to eclogitr

ated with a downwelling
has followed a great volcanic
event associated with an upwelling. Such examples show
that the internal dynamics in Venus is perturbated.
Chemical effects as those described in our model could explain
such perturbations.

Conclusions
In Venus, the mantle differentiation
creates two kinds of
heterogeneities.
depleted mantle and basaltic crust which
are transformed into denser eclogite at depths greater than
50 km. This study is concerned with chemical buoyancy
which results from mantle differentiation.
It also separates
the chemical buoyancy
induced by less dense depleted
mantle
from chemical
buoyancy
induced
by denser
eclogite.
This study has first shown that the depletion of the
mantle has a strong effect on the internal dynamics of a
one plate planet like Venus. The mantle heterogeneities
perturb
significantly
the convective
pattern.
Some
depleted mantle is mixed in depth and tends to create
chemical diapirs when it reaches the base of the upper
mantle, leading to new magmatic centers. The competition
between thermal and chemical buoyancies
decreases the
efficiency of heat and mass transfer, which is illustrated
by a significant decrease of the surface heat flux. A great
amount of depleted mantle accumulates in a surface layer
and tends to weaken the downwelling
and to stabilize
larger cells of aspect ratio equal lo 4.
Secondly, this study has shown the effect of the transformation
of basalt to dense eclogite on the internal
dynamics. The presence of dense eclogite moderates the
perturbations
created by the mantle heterogeneities.
Then,
the model predicts weaker chemical diapirs of depleted
mantle and thereby favors a greater spacing between
magma centers. Downwellings
are also more stable when
the buoyancy of eclogite is taken into account. Therefore.
the dynamics of eclogite favors the cooling of the planet
(which is illustrated by a smaller decrease of the surface
heat flux).
The dynamics of eclogite favors the heat transfer but
also the mass transfer and the recycling of cclogitc to
the partial melting zones is more rapid. After 400 Ma. a
significant amount of crust is recycled in partial melting
zones when eclogite is buoyant whereas a small number
of passive particles of eclogite are carried in the partial
melting zones after 1 Gy. The buoyancy
of eclogite
enhances the recycling of crust in partial melting zones
and provides some “instantaneous”
volcanic events at
high rates which result from the melting of recycled
eclogite.
The transformation
of basalt to eclogite favors gravitational instabilities
of the lithosphere and enhances the
recycling of the basaltic crust. These instabilities
carry
basaltic crust in the domain of stability of eclogitc. resulting in a basaltic crust whose thickness is smaller than 10
km compared to the passive case. After a few hundred
My, the thickness of the basaltic layer stabilizes to 25 km
if the buoyancy
of eclogite is considered.
The transformation
of basalt to eclogite enhances its own trans-

both the thickness of the crust
and the rec\fcling of the crust in the mantle. The model
predicts no <igniticant accumulation
ofeclogite at the base
of the upper mantle.
Finally. chemical con\,ection which takes into account
both mantle and crust hewropeneities
favors larger convcctivc cells than purely thermal convection, with a mean
tapcct ratio clwe lo 2
!hrmation

and

controls
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